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There was not such a word as “philosophy”, or Zhe-xue, in the Chinese language, and many Western 
philosophers didn’t think there was “philosophy” in China at all. For example, Hegel thought there were only 
“opinions” in China, and that “no philosophic knowledge can be found here.”i The word Zhe-xue was coined by a 
Japanese scholar Nishiamane (1829—1897), who borrowed the two Chinese characters Zhe and Xue to indicate the 
Philosophy originated in Ancient Greece and Rome. This new term was introduced into China by a Chinese scholar, 
Huang Zunxian (咘䙉ᅾ, 1848—1905), and was accepted by Chinese academia. Although this term Zhe-xue was 
accepted, it is still a problem whether there is the equivalent of the Western Philosophy in China. Last year there 
was just a discussion on the “validity of Chinese philosophy” in Chinese Mainland. 
Western philosophy was imported into China at the end of 19th century. Its earliest and most influential 
introducer, Yan Fu (Ϲ໡), had translated a great deal of Western philosophical works, especially those on Darwin’s 
evolutionism. Afterwards, Kant, Descartes, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and so forth, were all introduced into China in 
succession, which provided a point of reference to the problem of “whether there is Philosophy in China”. Some 
Chinese scholars found out that, although there was no such an independent discipline as “Philosophy” in Chinese 
history, there were nonetheless ample “philosophical thoughts” and “philosophical problems” existing in ancient 
Chinese canons, such as the Book of History (ǉᇮкǊ), the Book of Changes (ǉ਼ᯧǊ), the Analects (ǉ䆎䇁Ǌ
), Lao-tzu (ǉ㗕ᄤǊ), and Zhuang-tzu (ǉᑘᄤǊ). They are akin to those in Western philosophy, sometimes 
making very valuable differences. However, we have to admit that, before the importation of Western philosophy, 
Philosophy was not separated from Canon studies (㒣ᄺ ) and non-Confucian Masters studies (ᄤᄺ ) as an 
independent discipline. From the first half of the 20th century on, the doctrines of Western philosophy tided into 
China, including Marxism, Pragmatism, Realism, Analytical Philosophy, Ancient Greek Philosophy, 19th century 
German Philosophy, so on and so forth, influencing the Chinese academia. With such a point of reference of the 
Western philosophy, the Chinese scholars tried to seek the “Chinese philosophy” by combing the voluminous 
bibliographies of canons and their exegeses, the works of Confucius, Lao-tzu and Zhuang-tzu. Naturally, in the 
beginning there were only studies on certain individual figures or problems. But by the early 20th century, “Chinese 
philosophy” had been established, initiated by studying its own history. Several kinds of histories were published in 
succession to justify the existence of a proper Chinese philosophy ever since pre-Qin, such as History of Chinese 
Philosophy (ǉЁ೑૆ᄺ৆Ǌ, 1916), Outline of Chinese Philosophy (ǉЁ೑૆ᄺ৆໻㒆Ǌ) of Hu Shi (㚵䗖)
(originally titled as History of Pre-Qin Sophismǉܜ⾺ৡᄺ৆Ǌ, written between 1915—1917, published in 1922), 
A History of Chinese Philosophy (ǉЁ೑૆ᄺ৆Ǌ) of Feng Youlan (ރট݄) (the first volume was published in 
1931, and the two volumes were published together in 1934). This was a demonstration that the Chinese scholars 
consciously began to study the “Philosophy” as a discipline independent from the studies of Canons and of non-
Confucian Masters; however, almost all these works on philosophical history followed the Western model. 
From 1930s on, Chinese philosophers employed traditional Chinese intellectual resources to construct several 
important modern types of “Chinese philosophy” on the basis of the absorptions and adaptations of Western 
philosophy. First, Xiong Shili (❞क࡯) and Zhang Dongsun (ᓴϰ㤾), and then Feng Youlan and Jin Yuelin (䞥ኇ
䳪). After 1949, however, this trend of constructing a modern “Chinese philosophy”, as well as further study of 
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Western philosophy, was interrupted. It is not until in the 1980s that the Western philosophy began to swarm into 
China again, when the policies of opening and reform were put into practice. Existentialism, Western Marxism, 
Phenomenology, Structuralism, Hermeneutics Post-Modernism, Semiology, etc. all these doctrines were introduced, 
broadening not only the horizon of Chinese philosophers, but also the referential system for the poly-perspective 
study on Chinese philosophy.  
From the brief retrospection above on the history of the importation of Western philosophy into China, we can 
draw several conclusions as follows for further discussion:  
(1) It is just due to the importation of Western philosophy that the “Chinese philosophy” has become an 
independent discipline. 
As mentioned above, the word Zhexue, or philosophy, did not exist in China, which means that “Philosophy” had 
not been an independent discipline, but was constructed by Chinese scholars with certain “philosophical thoughts” 
and “problems” implied in traditional studies of Canons and non-Confucian Masters, according to the framework of 
Western philosophy. Therefore, the so-called “Chinese philosophy”, in a long time, was such a discipline 
compounded, in a main, by certain materials of “philosophical thoughts” or “problems” found in Chinese resources, 
and then constructed in reference to the model of Western philosophy. Take the History of Chinese Philosophy for 
example, we could see that its structure, terminologies and conceptions were mainly borrowed from the West, such 
as Idealism and Materialism, Ontology and Cosmology, Monism and Dualism (or Pluralism), or empirical and 
transcendental, phenomenon and essence, Universals and Particulars, thought and existence, etc. All of them were 
borrowed from the West, and were employed to explain certain notions in Chinese thought, such as Dao (䘧), Tian (
໽), or Xin (ᖗ), etc. The original Chinese philosophical thoughts, problems, terminologies, conceptions and 
propositions were baptized by Western philosophy, and were made much clearer. Undoubtedly, this was the first 
necessary step towards the creation of a “Chinese philosophy”; otherwise, “Chinese philosophy”could not have been 
separated from the traditional studies of Canons and non-Confucian Masters as an independent discipline. 
Modern “Chinese philosophy” emerging in the 1930s and 40s was created by Chinese philosophers’ 
“continuing”, instead of “following”, traditional discourse of Chinese philosophy. That is to say, on the basis of the 
absorptions and adaptations of Western philosophy, Chinese philosophers required Chinese philosophy be 
transformed from the “traditional” to the “modern”. Thus, the so-called continued “Chinese philosophy” was 
conditioned with reference to Western philosophy. In other words, they tried to “converge the Chinese and the 
West”, and improve “Chinese scholarship” with “Western scholarship”. Let me show you representative examples. 
The first is the Neo Weishi Lun (ଃ䆚 , vijnñapti-mƗtratƗ) Doctrine of Xiong Shili, the other is the Neo-
Confucianism (ᮄ⧚ᄺ)ii of Feng Youlan. 
Xiong Shili completed only the part of “Doctrine of the Jing” (๗䆎) in his Neo Weishi Lun (ǉᮄଃ䆚䆎Ǌ). 
The so-called๗䆎 equals to Western ontology, though Xiong Shili’s ontology has a distinctive Chinese feature. He 
originally planned to write the part of䞣䆎, or epistemology in the sense of Western philosophy. Although this part 
was not written, we could as well envisage, from his other works, the basic structure of the epistemology he was to 
construct. To him, traditional Chinese philosophy put more emphasis on “Ti-ren” (ԧ䅸), or the experience and 
cognition of heart, rather than “Si-bian” (ᗱ䕼 ), or the analysis and speculation of reason. Thus, Western 
epistemology is necessary for the substantiation of traditional Chinese philosophy. Therefore, he wished to create an 
epistemology encompassing the cognition of heart, and the speculation of reason. 
In his Neo-Confucianism, Feng Youlan declared clearly that his philosophy was not to follow, but to continue the 
Neo-Confucianism of Song and Ming dynasties. To continue is in fact to introduce into Chinese philosophy the 
Universals and Particulars of Plato and the thoughts of Neo-Realism, to divide the world into the realm of Truth (ⳳ
䰙, or ⧚, or ໾ᵕ), and the realm of Reality (ᅲ䰙). Things in the realm of Reality become what they are by the 
reason why they are. Feng Youlan’s philosophy distinguished the realm of Truth and that of Reality, which on the 
one hand continued the doctrine of “⧚ϔߚ⅞” (the Many sharing the One), and on the other hand transplanted into 
Chinese philosophy the Western notions of Universals and Particulars. Another Neo-Confucian work of Feng 
Youlan was entitledᮄⶹ㿔, discussing the philosophical methodologies, and in the main epistemological problems. 
According to Feng, Western philosophy excels in analysis (the positive method of metaphysics), while traditional 
Chinese philosophy in intuition (the negative method of metaphysics), and his method of Neo-Confucianism is the 
combination of both. 
Both Xiong Shili and Feng Youlan tried to discuss “Chinese philosophy” in continuity to native tradition, but 
both did so under the condition of absorbing and adapting Western philosophy. This trend in the 1930s and 40s of 
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creating a modern Chinese philosophy on the basis of converging Chinese and Western philosophies, was regretfully 
interrupted by exterior factors. 
From above we can see that it is impossible either to the compilation of traditional Chinese philosophy (the 
history of Chinese philosophy) or the construction of a modern Chinese philosophy without the Western counterpart, 
and both were initiated with the importation of Western philosophy. We could therefore say that the establishment 
of “Chinese philosophy” was indebted to the West. 
(2) The possible problems in constructing a “Chinese philosophy” in reference to the Western model 
Being a human race, we inevitably share certain general features in different civilizations and cultures; since we 
belong to different nations (or countries, or regions), the national civilization or culture would possess certain 
particular traits because of geographic, historical or even accidental factors. The Western philosophy, born in 
Western socio-cultural environment, naturally has its own characters; similarly, if a Chinese philosophy is 
constructed, it would necessarily be conditioned by its society and culture, and consequently possess certain 
particularities. Thus, the Chinese philosophy constructed in reference to Western model would unavoidably be 
problematic. In my opinion, there are at least two basic problems as following:  
1/The properties of Chinese philosophy would be comparatively weakened, while they should be of special 
significance to “Philosophy”. In my opinion, from Ancient Greeks on, especially from Descartes on, Western 
philosophy has regarded more on the systematic construction of philosophic knowledge; while in Chinese tradition, 
our sages put more emphasis on the pursuit of a jing-jie (๗⬠, a philosophical realm of virtues or latencies to be 
realized) of life. A quotation of Confucius may embody this feature: “Better to like it than merely know it; better to 
take delight in it than merely like it.” The ultimate pursuit of life is not to achieve knowledge (or skills), but to seek 
a place where one can “settle one’s body and life” (ᅝ䑿ゟੑ), i.e. a jing-jie where body and mind, the exterior and 
the interior, are in harmony, which was also pursued by Song and Ming Confucian philosophers as “where 
Confucius and Yan Hui took delight”. The Taoist philosopher Zhuang-zi pursued all the more a jing-jie of Free 
Roaming (䗡䘹␌iii) above the ego and the mundane world, which was called by him the selfless (᮴៥) realm. Zen 
Buddhism in China makes a point of seeing Tao in quotidian life, as naturally as “Clouds are in heaven and water in 
vase.” A Zen Buddhist poem manifested this jing-jie of submission to the nature: 
In spring we enjoy the flowers, in autumn the moon; 
In summer there’s cool breeze, in winter white snow. 
Bear no trivial chores in mind,  
And you are in the best time of this world.  
Such a philosophy characterized by its pursuit of jing-jie, like Chinese Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, 
should be rare in the West! Although it’s distinctively different from Western philosophy, there is no gainsaying its 
value for human society. 
Another characteristic of traditional Chinese thought different from the West might be that, in a long time, it was 
guided by the principle of “the unity of heaven and man”, and “the myriad of things are in one”, and “the unity of 
body and mind, the exterior and the interior”. All of this is obviously different from the “principle of subjectivity” 
and the dichotomy of “subject-object” relationship lasting long in Western philosophical history. And if this 
“principle of subjectivity” and the dualistic thinking pattern are applied to “Chinese philosophy” as a regulative 
framework, surely the intrinsic characters of the latter could not be sufficiently manifested. While the Chinese 
pattern of thinking as “the unity of heaven and man”, “the unity of the interior and the exterior” (i.e. the unity of the 
subject and the object; “unity” here means “adjacency instead of detachment”), is quite similar to contemporary 
Western philosophical doctrines (such as Phenomenology) in continental Europe, which makes a point of 
intersubjectivity, the syncretism of the human being and the world. Therefore, if this feature in traditional Chinese 
thinking is made evident, it would benefit both the development of Chinese philosophy and that of Western 
philosophy. 
2/There are ample notions in traditional Chinese thoughts, such as Tian, Dao, Xin, Xing (ᗻ), You (᳝), Wu (᮴), 
Qi (⇨), etc., with special connotations of many aspects and layers, so it is difficult to find corresponding notions in 
Western philosophy. For example, Tian, which has at least three meanings: (a) the supreme and dominating Heaven 
(with the sense of a personal god); (b) the natural heaven (with the sense of nature); (c) the heaven of Truths and 
Principles (Н⧚) (with the sense of morality and transcendence). A same philosopher might employ the concept of 
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Tian to comprise all these three meanings. Another example is Qi, which comprises also at least three meanings: (a) 
a material entity; (b) the spirit (or state of mind) (such as “the boundless and surging Qi” of Mencius, the “essential 
Qi” in Guan-zi); (c) the Domination (such as “the Trinity of Gods transformed from the one Qi” in Taoism). All 
these notions are difficult to find their counterparts in the West, and thus, strictly speaking, some of them can not be 
translated, and perhaps it would be better to use transliterations. However, the indiscriminate applications of 
Western conceptions have already reduced their amplitude and particularity. 
If Chinese philosophy could break off the framework of Western philosophy, and cease the improper applications 
of Western conceptions, it would, I think, undoubtedly make special contributions to the universal philosophy. 
(3) How should the Chinese philosophy be developed in the future? 
In my opinion, Chinese philosophy still needs a serious absorption and systematic digestion of Western 
philosophy, especially to pay attention to its new trends. This is closely related to the demands of this epoch of 
globalization. In order to make significant contributions to the world philosophy, we should perhaps make a point of 
two crucial approaches. 
From the history of Chinese culture absorbing and syncretizing Indian Buddhism, two pieces of experiences 
could be drawn in dealing with the relationships between Chinese and Western philosophies. First, in the Sui and 
Tang dynasties (from the sixth to the eighth century A.D.), several sinicized Buddhist schools came into being, 
which developed Indian Buddhism by absorbing indigenous Confucian and Taoist cultures. Today, in studying the 
various doctrines of Western philosophy, if we introduce Chinese thoughts to amplify their contents, and make them 
more universal, we should not only follow but also continue Western philosophy, and make new contributions to 
“Philosophy” per se. Now this trend is just emerging. Many scholars are trying to construct, for example, Chinese 
Hermeneutics, Chinese Phenomenology, Chinese Semiology, etc. The “Chinese philosophy” should not only be “the 
philosophy of the Chinese”, but also the philosophy influencing the course of world philosophy. Of course, we could 
also continue the tradition as modern Chinese philosophy in the 1930s and 40s did, that is to say, not only continue 
the philosophy of Confucius, Mencius, Zhu Xi and Wang Yangming, but also that of Xiong Shili and Feng Youlan. 
Just because it has well absorbed and adapted the Western philosophy, this modern Chinese philosophy was formed 
as such. Now, if it wants to exert a significant influence on the world Philosophy, it must take up the standpoint of 
its proper tradition, and well absorb and adapt contemporary Western philosophy so as to influence the global 
philosophical circles, and let Chinese philosophy possess global significance.  
Secondly, in China, when we translated Indian Buddhist terminologies, several important notions were 
transliterated, such as Prajna, Nirvana; after some time, these transliterations became proper Chinese notions. 
Everyone gets used to them and understands them. Thus Dharma-exponent Xuan-zang (⥘༬) in the Tang dynasty 
established five principles of “no translation” in translating Buddhist canons, i.e. transliterating instead of translating 
the meaning, and using notes to explain these transliterations. Therefore, in my opinion, certain special notions in 
Chinese philosophy should not be adapted to Western terminologies at all, but be transliterated with annotations, in 
order to keep the pregnancy and particularity of Chinese philosophy. And only when its pregnancy and particularity 
is kept, could Chinese philosophy make special contributions to the world Philosophy. 
In contemporaneous Sino-Euro cultural exchanges, if equal dialogues could be made on both sides, undoubtedly 
we could help the world philosophy to achieve significant developments in the 21st century. The last but not the 
least, I’d like to quote the German philosopher, Gadamer, who left us in 2002, that the “understanding” should be 
expanded to the “general dialogue”. Only when the “understanding” is elevated to “general dialogue”, the 
relationships between the subject and the object can be transformed from inequality to equality, and only then can 
dialogues be realized and completed successfully. I think, we must do our best for this cause. 
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